
  



 

I stole the name of this magazine from Kenny Knight. 

 

Dear person who is now affectionately known as ‘reader’,  

This is The Deadbeat Hotel. Check in is 24/7 and the lift is out of order (thanks to a dodgy 

cable and sticky doors). This, I guess, is a literature magazine. A magazine left in the lobby, 

where you can flick through it at your whim — whatever a whim is.  

In Room 5A you’ll find the ghost of Keith Moon perusing a carpet sample book he scored 

from CR Stanley Carpets on Crownhill Road. He can’t feel his teeth but he likes the patterns 

and colours, so there’s that. 

The Lovers Suite is occupied by two unicorns that have spent all night getting to know each 

other’s bodies. One has a haircut that looks reminiscent of Jennifer Aniston in that television 

show, the other wears a tilted gold, beret. Neither one smokes after sex. 

Quantum mechanics is unpacking its suitcase in Room 23C. The untangling of matter and 

anti-matter has led to an eruption of a new religion. It is attractive to the middle classes due to 

the inexplicably complex rituals that have culminated from un-brewed teabags and half 

nibbled amaretto biscuits. 

At the top of the hotel is the penthouse. The balcony overlooks a beautiful park with a cherry 

blossom sat alone. It is contemplating the deeper meaning of things like the inherent flaws of 

capitalism, and which drugs are crunchy and which slip down like a smooth pebble. The 

single mum that resides permanently in the penthouse has taken to throwing her bra and 

knickers over the balcony to dry them. It’s caused a right stir with the local branch of bellend 

misogynists — which has made everyone very happy — they plan to start a petition but none 

of them has a pen, or knows how to read and write. 

Later on, why not check out the cocktail bar which serves Manhattans to Parisians and The 

Parisian to Manhattanites. The kitchen closes at 9pm but you can order a selection of 

sandwiches if you know the right people. The Scott Baio with extra mayo is a must, or The 

Gertrude Stein serves as a perfect vegetarian option. 

Anyway, enjoy your stay. 

Thom 

Editor-at-Large   
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This autumnal issue features: 

 

HIRAETH SERIES NO.1 KUSHAL PODDAR (Po) 

An author and a father, Kushal Poddar, edited a magazine - ‘Words Surfacing’, authored 

eight volumes including ‘The Circus Came To My Island’, 'A Place For Your Ghost 

Animals', 'Eternity Restoration Project- Selected and New Poems' and 'Postmarked 

Quarantine'. His works have been translated in eleven languages. 

 

LIVING IN THE HIGHLANDS ZACHARY GUADAMOR (Po) 

Zachary Guadamour is the pseudonym of a writer who had the good fortune to study with 

Steve Orlen, Richard Shelton, and Peter Wild. He lives nine blocks from the Mexican border 

in the State of Disbelief in Los Estados Estupidos. He is currently on an expedition in search 

of the fossil remains of the first word ever spoken. 

 

COLLATERAL DAMAGE EILEEN TABIOS (FF) 

Eileen R. Tabios has released over 60 collections of poetry, fiction, and prose from publishers 

in several countries. She recently released her first novel DoveLion: A Fairy Tale for Our 

Times and first French book La Vie erotique de l’art (trans. Samuel Rochery). Collateral 

Damage is her second long-form novel. 

 

THE WAITING MARCIA HINDSON (Po) 

Marcia Hindson hates biographies because she's not very good at counting. She does like 

trees though, and clouds, and clarts. And saying fuck, a lot. 

 

DISLOCATION AND DISRUPTION STEVE SPENCE (Po) 

Steve Spence is co-organiser of Plymouth Language Club, a voluntary organisation which 

runs poetry events in the city. His most recent publication is Eat Here, Get Gas & Worms 

(Red Ceilings Press, 2021) and How the Light Changes is forthcoming from Shearsman in 

November 2021. He is a reviewer for Litter and Tears in the Fence. 

 



WILD BEDS OF ORANGE BLOSSOMS THOM BOULTON (Po) 

Thom Boulton was Poet Laureate for the City of Plymouth, UK (2016 - 2020). He is a regular 

performer in the South West of England. Thom has been involved in projects such as 

the Poppies:Wave artistic response, and a robotic poetry collaboration with Volume AI. 

Thom's second collection GEBO (Shoals of Starlings Press) was published July 2021. 

 

MOP SHOP ROSS MACLEAN-BRYANT (FF) 

Ross Maclean-Bryant is a writer based in Exeter. He has published two collections of poetry, 

Question Your Perception and Not My Choice of Hat and Flogging a Clockwork Horse. 

More recently he has co-written two songs that became BBC Introducing’s ‘Fave Find of the 

Week’ and ‘Upload of the Week’. 

 

CRUMPLED STARS SAMANTHA CARR (Po) 

Samantha completed an MA in Creative Writing at Plymouth University in 2019. Her poetry 

has been published in Cabinet of Heed, WonderZoo and Lockdown Baby Babble. She was a 

highly commended runner up for the 2020 International Causley Poetry Competition. In her 

spare time she enjoys wild swimming. 

 

LAST CHAPTER LAURINDA LIND (Po) 

Laurinda Lind is usually awake up north in New York State in the U.S. Some poems have 

been in Algebra of Owls, Streetcake, and Sonic Boom; Googling her name will bring up 

others. She is a Pushcart Prize and Best of the Net nominee. 

 

ODE TO THE BIRDS ON THE WIRE ALAN BAKER (Po) 

Alan Baker grew up in Newcastle and now lives in Nottingham. He has been publisher of 

Leafe Press for the last twenty years, and editor of its associated webzine ‘Litter’. His most 

recent poetry collections are “Riverrun” (KFS, 2019) and “A Journal of Enlightened Panic” 

(Shoestring 2020). He has translated the poetry of Yves Bonnefoy and Abdellatif Laâbi. 

 

  



ACTION PRINCIPLE MARGARET CORVID (Po) 

Margaret Corvid is a writer based in Plymouth. Her first poetry collection, Singing In The 

Dark Times, will be published by Patrician Press in February 2022. 

 

18:45 HANNAH LINDEN (Po) 

Based in Devon, Hannah Linden is published widely including or upcoming in Atrium, 

Lighthouse, Magma, New Welsh Review, Prole, Proletarian Poetry, Stand, The Interpreters’ 

House, Under the Radar and the 84 Anthology etc. She is working towards her first 

collection, Wolf Daughter which explores the impact of parental suicide. Twitter: 

@hannahl1n 

 

APPRAISAL LIANNE MORGAN (FF) 

Lianne Morgan is not that interesting or important, unless of course you concur with The 

Doctor and have never met anyone unimportant. She can sum up her life in a lyric from a 

song by her favourite band – I am currently under construction, thank you for your patience. 

 

CONFESSIONS IN BEDLAM BRUCE MCRAE (Po) 

Bruce McRae, a Canadian musician currently residing on Salt Spring Island BC, is a multiple 

Pushcart nominee with over 1,900 poems published internationally in magazines such as 

Poetry, Rattle and the North American Review. His books are ‘The So-Called Sonnets 

(Silenced Press); ‘An Unbecoming Fit Of Frenzy; (Cawing Crow Press) and ‘Like As If” 

(Pski’s Porch), Hearsay (The Poet’s Haven). 

 

ACE KENNY KNIGHT (Po) 

Kenny’s work has been published in The Broadsheet, Epizootics, Litter, The Long Poem 

Magazine, the Plymouth Herald, The Rialto, Shearsman magazine and Tears in the Fence. 

His poem 'Lessons in Tea-making' was published in the Candlestick Press anthology, Ten 

Poems About Tea. He runs CrossCountry Writers, staging readings all over Devon, involving 

anything from poetry to flash-fiction. He works in a supermarket and lives in Plymouth. 

 

  



THE TRAIN JOSE A. CARMONA (FF) 

Jose A. Carmona is a retired college professor, administrator, and educational consultant. He 

is a graduate of the MFA Program at the University of Tampa, Florida, USA. 

 

SHE SITS ALONE GABI MARCELLUS-TEMPLE (FF) 

Gabi Marcellus-Temple is a writer, visual artist and translator based in Cornwall. 

 

TO A CINEMA NEAR YOU PHIL SMITH (Po) 

Phil Smith is a performance-maker. With Helen Billinghurst, he is one half of Crab&Bee, co-

authoring ‘She Is The Sea’ and ‘The Pattern’ (both Triarchy Press). With Tony Whitehead he 

wrote ‘Guidebook For An Armchair Pilgrimage’ and the novel ‘Bonelines’, and with Paul 

Stebbings’s ‘TNT: The New Theatre’. 

 

THE HINTERMASS ED TAPPER (Po) 

Ed Tapper is a 58 year old artist from Plymouth and enjoys being a part of the city’s vibrant 

poetry scene. Ed says, “Plymouth connects the wilderness of Dartmoor to the wilderness of 

the sea  I like to write about that and all the human stuff in between.” 

 

CALYPSO MÉLISANDE FITZSIMONS (Po) 

Mélisande works as a translator and lives in Plymouth, UK. Her work has recently been 

published in Tears in the Fence, Quartet Journal, and The Fortnightly Review. She writes in 

both French and English, and published ‘A Language of Spies’, her first collection in 

English, in 2019. Mélisande’s second book will be published by Leafe Press in the autumn.  

 

A DESPERATE ONE ARRAN JAMES GRANT (Po) 

Arran James Grant is a poet from Scotland. His poems have been published in both print and 

online formats while his first short book of poetry, Mania, is available from Amazon. He can 

be found wasting the time he should be spending writing at @arranjamesgrant on social 

media.  



 
 

 

... 

  



HIRAETH SERIES NO.1 

KUSHAL PODDAR 

  

Nothing, in sooth, changes; 

nothing does; 

the shapes and shades though 

may differ a dash. 

  

Mine is the azure hue; shades 

in its neighborhood and apart, 

jotted in the dirt; 

you know - in the matter 

of dream and heart. 

  

Eyes shut I see someone 

saunters, and the water shivers 

as if the fever it runs 

has climbed up a stiff ridge. 

  

Again I see this. This again. 

Wherever you go 

the same narrative depicts 

this life with a few pen-throughs. 

 

  



LIVING IN THE HIGHLANDS 

ZACHARY GUADAMOR 

 

Lime and orange wood smoke 

tendrils in the woven manta-wood hut 

seeks the hole in the layered palm frond roof 

 

The blue and gold macaw stops 

muttering in his sleep 

as first light lengthens shadows 

starts squawking in earnest 

 

The young woman 

black pools for eyes 

skin of bronze over perfect features 

gives her full tit to her infant daughter 

while she lies in the hammock 

contemplating rising 

 

After her smiling daughter finishes her suck 

she rises to grind beans 

set coffee to brew 

mashes corn on the matate 

adds a little lime and salt 

shapes and forms tortillas 

sets them to cook on the heated stone 

 



She wishes for batteries for el radio 

the magic of music coming out of the air 

even if she doesn’t understand the words 

notes and melodies play 

 

Friends who went to cities 

tell her people can come out of the air 

She fears this and knows it evil 

How could someone you do not know 

someone you never talked with 

some unknown stranger enter your home 

 

If that should happen 

people coming out of nowhere 

she resolves to move further into 

the jungle highlands 

 

She carries her daughter outside 

straps her to her back 

as she tends maize 

cane 

calabasas 

coffee 

vanilla 

picks mandarinas 

bananas 

 



Maybe in a month or two 

when she walks to the pueblo 

enough to purchase radio batteries 

a can of sweet milk for her daughter 

  



COLLATERAL DAMAGE 

EILEEN TABIOS 

from a novel-in-progress 

 

“Where’s the admission fee?” 

I saw about a dozen figures surrounding us in the basement of a café. The ceiling’s lone 

light bulb failed to ease the dimness that blackened further in the corners of the room. 

Seated below the light, the questioner could pass for 18 but I knew she was in her mid- 

twenties. No doubt the others also looked younger than their age. Someone once told me 

when I was 15 that I looked half my age: malnutrition is a hungry hyena as it eats from your 

insides. I walked towards the speaker seated at a small table. 

“You must be Laura,” I said, taking off my backpack. I prided myself on my dozen 

languages—Spanish was the second non-English I learned after my mother’s Thai. On 

Laura: black hair, black lipstick, black eyes, black tank top, and one black tattoo of a rose 

stuck on a thorn. Her morose expression reminded me of certain poets’ goal: for Form to 

match Content. 

“Laura asks again: where’s the admission fee?” 

I tossed the backpack to her. She caught it and placed it on the table. She unzipped the 

opening and her eyes pushed back darkness to begin sparkling. She held up the backpack 

and upended the contents on the table. Like the others, she hooted with delight as small 

boxes of See’s Candies spilled out. Sofia had cleared out a Walmart branch of the $1.99 

boxes before we left the U.S. Each box held six chocolates: a “Butterscotch Square” with a 

soft center of grained brown sugar and cream with a touch of vanilla covered in milk 

chocolate; a “Raspberry Truffle” with a center of dark chocolate truffle, cream and 

raspberries covered in rich dark chocolate and decorated with white chocolate lace; a 

“Scotch Kiss” with honey marshmallow dipped in buttery caramel; a “Milk California 

Brittle” with buttery brittle of California almonds covered in smooth milk chocolate; a 



“Rum Nougat” with a chewy nougat center of glace cherries, plump California raisins, and 

English walnuts with a touch of rum flavoring covered in smooth milk chocolate; and, of 

course, the aptly named “Divinity #42,” a fluffy white chocolate center with English walnuts 

covered in smooth milk chocolate. What’s not to love? 

Had we bribed the group with money, we would have had to spend thousands—when you 

give cash, you don’t give single dollar bills, or tens, or twenties. You give hundreds. When 

you give chocolates, it’s another—cheaper—story. Especially for this group of orphans: 

people with stolen childhoods gravitate to childlike pleasures. 

For a few minutes, the universe was defined as the sound of munching and the scent of 

what the Latins called chocolate’s primary ingredient “Theobroma cacao”—or “food of the 

gods.” Godliness is often corrupted to become approximated by pleasure—but I digress. 

 

“I hate to interrupt your gluttony but can we get down to business?” I said, even as I took 

out a family-size Snickers bar from my jacket pocket and waggled it at Laura. “We’ve got to 

get back to the hotel.” 

“You better have more than one of that,” someone said from the darkness. 

I motioned Sofia forward. She tossed her backpack at Laura. Unzipped and upended on the 

table: more Snickers bars. They’re more expensive than the Walmart-sourced chocolates 

but if there’s one thing my international spy career has taught me, it’s correcting one of 

Wall Street’s most egregious errors: Snickers, not the U.S. dollar, is the true global currency. 

Laura rewarded us. “What’s up?” 

I gave a brief description of the bad guys’ plan and how Sofia and I were tracking the culprit 

among the newest crop of adoptive parents to land in the city. 

“And all this is being played out through the adoption process?” Laura asked. Without 

waiting for my reply, she raised her voice to the rest of her gang. “Did you hear?” 

A chorus of flat yeahs. A chorus of disgruntlement. But also a chorus of zero surprise. 

“Same old shit,” someone said. 



“What do you mean, SOS?” Sofia said, disobeying my earlier instruction to let me do all the 

speaking. Fortunately, I’d long ago assessed her potential for disobedience and wasn’t 

surprised or displeased. But putting her in a position to have disobeyed an order from her 

mission leader is something I filed in a deep mental cavity under the category of “Just In 

Case.” To be an orphan is to learn how to live defensively. 

She was met with silence. Then someone said the obvious: “You’re quite white.” 

We all took a minute to watch Sofia’s speechlessness—it’d probably been a while since 

someone so directly confronted her albino body. Then Laura grinned before directing her 

question at me. 

“What do you expect us to do?” 

“Let everyone else know. I’ll need people to monitor all of the parents and their activities 

until we figure out the bad couple. Then I’ll need logistical help to foil their plan.” 

“Payment?” she said before unwrapping another Snickers bar. 

“Wisdom says not to give fish, but to teach people how to fish.” 

Because there was a dimwit in the crowd based on the one uttered “What?” that floated out 

from a dark corner, I belabored, “You’ll get money to buy your own chocolates for years.” 

 

Yes, I know cash is more expensive than chocolates. But even chocolates have limits—just 

another tedious indication that life is unfair. 

Later that evening, after we’d slipped back into our hotel room, Sofia said, “What were they 

talking about when they said same old shit that adoption is involved?” 

I looked at Sofia coming out of the bathroom. I was already lying on my side of the bed. 

“It’s not about adoption. It’s about the presence of orphans in the process. If things go 

wrong, some will get hurt.” 

Sofia paused to stand over the bed she was forced to share with her, as she put it, “work 

colleague only and forget your status only if you want to die through radical torture.” 

“I don’t get it.” 



“It’s a fact consistently rearing its ugly head throughout the history of the world,” I said as I 

turned over to show her my back. “To be an orphan is to be collateral damage.” 

I felt the mattress shift as she laid down on her side of the bed. 

“That’s depressing.” 

In response, I said, “You could spoon me to make me feel better.” 

She did not. 

  



THE WAITING 

MARCIA HINDSON 

 

A woman with wings instead of ears flutters past 

the rowan, her toes eavesdropping the ground. 

 

I found another door through the grass last night 

the exact shape and distance of my contrary hurt. 

 

I wonder where monsters go from under beds 

when there is no space for them to fit any more. 

 

The spiders were singing in the walnut tree last night. 

Their bodies are tiny yet their thoughts howl further than wind. 

 

Was it you sitting on the head of the sunflower as it slumbered. 

Or are you still off teaching the Milky Way how to win at chess. 

 

The shadows have become so impatient this month. 

They push through the living room whenever it is light. 

 

The cat thinks them an army she has to conquer with 

her eighteen year old bones and bravery of a honey badger. 

 

If I admitted to being wholly lost, would you give up 

a week of the pieces of your life to come find me. 

 



I have been drawing kites onto the undersides 

of my breasts in the hope the sky will reclaim me. 

 

I want to glue your voice into a glass jar with dandelion seeds 

and a few of the dreams my fingers are determined to recapture 

 

just so I have an important part of you near. But I have 

always been a selfish bitch when the breath of you is involved. 

 

I would rapunzel your tongue, wear it in a vial around 

my neck if it would not get me charged with witchcraft. 

 

And if some well-dressed princess ever turned up with a pair 

of ice axes and attempted a rescue, I would throw her to the wolves 

 

of my thoughts, happily watch her being mauled. 

I can be ferocious with silence when required, it is true. 

 

I can also be soft as a whole museum of golems 

with their sacred, magic words wrenched out. 

 

Maybe my body is not meant to be held. Maybe the leveret 

genes threaded through my family mean I am only meant 

 

for furrows and meadows rather than a marital bed. 

I would chase each of the moon’s dreams to you if you asked. 

  



DISLOCATION AND DISRUPTION 

STEVE SPENCE 

 

Here we have a painterly image with 

no sharp edges or angular geometry. 

“At the same time it’s an impassioned, 

bold and provocative statement.” she 

said. It may be that these restrictions 

make for a more interesting dialogue 

but some extraordinary sounds are 

emerging and we may have to take 

cover. Has the risk been reduced? 

“We don’t know the full story of their 

relationship,” he said. On the surface 

things appear calm but everybody here 

is on edge. Cezanne or Picasso? “Mood 

swings, from dark depressions to manic 

highs, these are the symptoms,” he said. 

  



WILD BEDS OF ORANGE BLOSSOMS 

THOM BOULTON 

 

I’ve got the sun on my teeth 

wondering 

        if 

our shadows have skeletons 

 

do they have bad habits — bad dreams? 

Would you tell me if you knew? 

 

Our conversation — where your tongue got lost 

you ran to hide 

hot gas in the complex cosmic web 

   don’t worry 

we can bond in the afterlife  

 

Marry the summer to the lands 

slaked by our rousing gaze 

bellies full with bee bread 

 

a twilight Rumba casting silhouettes 

against wild beds of orange blossoms 

stirring grasses to fold 

until the garden is formless — only a conviction  

    uttered on honeyed lips 

    ushering the great night to come. 



MOP SHOP 

ROSS MACLEAN-BRYANT 

 

He seldom looked up through fear of losing his footing. He had a 

name but was reluctant to utter it even at the best of times. Preferring 

to keep it under his hat alongside a set of keys that he hastily closed 

the front door with. It was where those comedians still found an 

audience, where the seagulls enquired as to the looseness of lunch. 

Passing through the pink faced buildings and their insistence on 

casting shadows upon a marina framed with optional salad. Trying to 

carry himself with the illusive poise of the flaneur but felt as if he 

may have been in the wrong coat. 

His shoes carried a petrichorical glaze that was out of step with the 

revised hours of the mop shop. An aspiring thespian checked their 

watch with a choreographed flourish. The off cuts of the receipt roll 

tapped to the inside of the window providing more than ample 

motivation. The absent vendors application of colouring pencils went 

someway in softening the brashness of the ‘back in 5’, but the news 

was still most unwelcome. 

Opting to void his lungs to present his frustrations to the disinterested 

surroundings, he turned into the fledgling weekend. Shuffling past a 

carrier bag of denim faces and an assortment of crisps scattered like 

confetti. Reassuring himself that his domestic issue had been 

contained to the laminate and the beaming beingness of his rented 

accommodation would, for now, remain its intended colour. 

He moved like gossip through café culture. Watching as the hoi polloi 

rekindled its love affair with livestock. Swaying tables of chattering 



crockery beneath the familiar facade’s troglodyte features and the 

ambivalence of the ambience. There was a spattering of conversation, 

planning permission and the like, but it was punctuated by the 

pouring of the complimentary alley tap jus lie into a mayhem of flip 

topped faces. It swirled in a curious manner. Around the oesophagi 

shaped like loose change. 

It would grant but a temporary reprieve and his thoughts soon 

returned to the rearrangement of the heirlooms, the footprints on the 

ceiling, the various dials set to anything other than a prime number. 

The last of Grandma’s petrol station liqueur left teetering in a more 

than precarious manner. Oh, what a mess it was, Bryan. 

Were the consequences messier? Would the letterboxes insistence on 

chewing with its mouthful act as an augury for more inconvenience? 

He didn’t need to burden himself with such a preposterous notion at 

this particular juncture and instead gazed upon the satisfying 

symmetry of the pylon. He wanted to approach but found the signage 

to be far too assertive. Convincing almost. Akin to the signage that 

insisted on remaining in that insubordinate window. He noticed in his 

reflection that the paving remained unfinished around his cement 

mixer eye. He pressed his nose against the glass, and it was colder 

than expected. 

  



CRUMPLED STARS 

SAMANTHA CARR 

 

I’m still looking for that star I wished 

upon, but when darkness falls, I’m blinded by 

the lights of other people’s wishes. There, 

a high school crush that faded to a 

pimple at the end of term dance when he 

didn’t notice the wallflower. Or hopes for a day 

when grandma dances again, no stick and 

a pearly false teeth grin. Or to be famous and sing 

straight from the heart for one 

day so that everyone would pause 

and there’d be no need to look into 

mirrors. But the sky is full of light now, 

the crumpled light of unanswered wishes. 

Because sending hope back in time never works.  



LAST CHAPTER 

LAURINDA LIND 

 

On a burning page 

of a book about 

a bad marriage 

 

an angry joy scrapes 

through the ruin, 

steals the scene 

 

as the characters 

run six scalding 

ways at once. 

 

A bitter angel 

betrays the day 

but still won’t say: 

 

after this is over 

no other death 

 

can kill them 

quite that way. 

  



ODE TO THE BIRDS ON THE WIRE  

ALAN BAKER 

 

the birds on the wire 

are preoccupied 

with weather patterns 

& changing ecosystems 

& with dominant species 

of corvid who take eggs 

& hatchlings at one gulp 

the birds on the wire 

have nothing to say 

they’re hungry & the next meal 

is elusive, the passage 

stormy, expensive, home 

becomes a roadside camp 

for years, a traffic island 

work insecure, doctors 

hard to find, & threats 

of predators day & night 

the birds on the wire 

have nothing to tell us 

yet migration routes 

& wintering grounds 

are both genetically 

& traditionally determined 

& dependent on social systems 



insect populations in decline 

branches smeared with glue 

nets, gunshot, no right 

to work, locals hostile 

their voyages ancestral, immemorial 

over ancient tracks & seaways 

herald of spring, sign of a turning world 

marginal, pursuing ancient ways 

or wanting an iPhone 

a house with a toilet 

on the red list 

of highest concern 

meaning they’re in a bad way 

declining rapidly 

at risk of extinction globally, or 

are historically depleted 

facing the high energetic 

costs of migration 

which typically represent 

the largest sustained period 

of energy expenditure 

in the annual cycle, migrations 

generally the highest cause 

of mortality in both juveniles & adults 

& though highly adaptable 

that doesn’t mean they can thrive 

in every hostile environment 



the birds on the wire have nothing to say 

their song emerging in dream 

or in a moment of stillness at twilight 

echoing in basement kitchens 

the fruit-fields of Lincolnshire 

a car-wash, a building site 

or a silent office at dawn 

among brooms & buckets 

but the seasons are changing 

& getting away 

before the soldiers come 

can mean arriving in a strange land 

at the wrong time, detention 

& the song you sing 

may be lost, snatched 

by the wind, heard only 

by magpies & crows 

domestic cats & all you want 

is a safe place to sleep 

& to reach your family in England 

but the seasons are changing 

the birds on the wire 

blown far beyond their usual range 

are trying to say something 

is changing nothing 

remains as it was  

  



ACTION PRINCIPLE 

MARGARET CORVID 

 

You seem to be someone I know, lost 

to consequence and context; out of place, 

like ice deep in a star. One cannot trace 

the action principle through you. The cost 

 

is ruinous, to sort out all the files 

of half-remembered travels, moved by chance 

from one space to another. Brittle smiles 

with Parmesan and tears. Oh, merry dance 

 

you lead. On climbing further up the wick 

one steps into a slightly better world, 

where all one’s good intentions finally stick 

neat labels onto bottles. Corners curl 

 

with age, sea catching every wayward flow. 

(Oh, you seem to be someone I know.) 

  



18:45 

HANNAH LINDEN 

 

from Wolf Daughter 

  

This precise time I remember, having cast the hook into the clock-sea so many times and 

come back empty, knowing now, for certain he’s not going to come. Mum and her boyfriend, 

having left the party midstream, are on holiday, cousins have gone back home. My sister’s 

birthday cake has all gone except the last slice.  

  

I know the emptiness of fishless water – this man is not replaceable. As the hand hits the 

minute the inquest will record, I feel the on-coming wave, the recede of the tide, the black 

depth of the hidden underground channel. I realise, for the first time, childhood is not land 

and my father is in the air for just a moment, finally free.  



APPRAISAL  

LIANNE MORGAN 

 

"I am grateful!" she snapped. 

"You never show it," he said. "Any meeting we ever have is to discuss what I'm doing wrong 

and how badly my whole team is being managed." 

"Well, it is rather disorganised," she said. 

"I know! I've just bloody told you why!" he growled. "You try sticking to a timetable when 

‘Ron’ was technically supposed to die at twelve but stuck around till three... years later!" He 

stood up abruptly. "That's not to mention the ones who snuff it by accident because of those 

stupid, ridiculous modes of transportation which are basically weapons on wheels! Or the 

casualties of war?! I mean, come on! You treat them like children when they run around 

trying to kill each other on a daily basis! There's nothing innocent about them!" He ran his 

fingers through his hair, the frustration dissolving into partially erratic anger. "And keeping 

up with their deaths is just half the job! The other half is trying to actually persuade the 

fuckers that they're dead!" He turned back to his boss and let out an exasperated groan. "I 

understand the shock of it, I really do. That one time I found myself alive was terrifying. But 

it's not just denial, it's stupidity. The amount of times I've heard some idiot tell me they never 

believed in an afterlife so they shouldn't have to live in one, is quite frankly absurd!"   

"They just need a little help adjusting-" 

"Adjusting?! Adjusting?! They need a functioning fucking brain for that to be possible! The 

hours wasted by my team just trying to persuade them to come with us...just trying to 

convince them that yes they are really dead, that no they can't go back, no not even as a ghost 

because that's a common misconception and it's not really what ghosts are, and no I can't 

explain what ghosts really are when you can't even fathom that you’re really dead, and no I 

don't know where you're going, but I know where to take you because it's where everyone 

goes, and I don't understand how that works either but I'm sure it'll all be revealed soon, and 

no you can't wait for your friend I'm really sorry-" 

"Have you tried making a leaflet for frequently asked questions?" she suggested. 

"A leaflet?"  

"Yes, a leaflet," she said calmly. 

"I'm having trouble deciding whether you're being serious or not?"  

 

  



CONFESSIONS IN BEDLAM 

BRUCE MCRAE 

 

Let the madness begin afresh. 

Ignition plus sparks plus gasoline. 

The geomancy of cereologists. 

Priests defrocked of God and sin, 

fine lunatics on a busman’s holiday, 

I see England, I see France... 

counting bricks in Coventry, 

human triangles in deepwater brine, 

with a gash along the prow 

signifying something something, 

Eve spanning, Adam on the delve, 

and the barrowboy who lost a finger 

pointing at Andromeda, 

his claim to be Picasso’s mentor 

put to the iron, ye olde this-ness 

a metre of inaccuracy... 

It’s like that, back on the farm. 

We soothe such febrile matters, 

the colic babe or madman’s former lover, 

who held one day he just sat down 

when his blood expanded. 

Like a rat gnawing a wire 

or badger cornered 

by the fishwife’s unseemly ire. 



ACE 

KENNY KNIGHT 

 

For William Telford 

 

It was Saturday night 

the club was packed 

like Dodge City in December. 

 

At the table Carter and Kennedy 

were keeping straight faces. 

 

Derringers were tucked away. 

 

There were dollars to be made 

in the business of chance. 

 

Through the corporate mist 

I could see sixes and nines 

taken and discarded by gamblers 

with one eye on Tombstone 

see empires and the faces 

of presidents changing hands. 

 

Over the rim of my glass 

I could see you 

scribbling in a notebook 



with a pen that looked like the twin 

of the pen 

Cornelius Ramble may have used 

when signing autographs 

down at the Subterranean Hotel. 

 

You were writing 

a piece of flash fiction 

a love letter to your sweetheart 

a shopping list 

a spaghetti western for a waitress 

a short story of mods and rockers 

rocking batswing hinges 

off nocturnal doors 

down on the dusty 

ghost town streets 

of Wild Wish Hollow. 

 

Underneath your breath 

you were humming something 

out of the jukebox of love and peace 

that made me want to buy some flowers 

and hit the road for San Francisco 

head out through the bat swing doors 

for the swinging sixties. 

 

 



As I took a shot of sasparilla 

a shot rang out 

interrupting your writing 

your undercover version of Scott McKenzie 

and numerous other Saturday night conversations 

around the bar. 

 

As the six gun smoke mingled 

with dozens of cigarettes and reefers 

I had flashbacks of cinema cowboys 

shooting each other in Texas and Arizona 

 

of gunshots bouncing off 

your bullet proof notebook. 

 

On the edge of the poker table 

I could see an Ace of Spades turning red 

as an avalanche of cards hit the dust 

like Wild Bill did in Deadwood. 

 

Through the window the sun was setting 

like a diamond cashing out in the dark. 

 

Calm as a weatherman in the middle of a storm 

you slipped the notebook into a coat pocket 

hung sunglasses over a suntanned face. 

 



Looking out at the street 

looking like a film star 

in a vegan spaghetti western 

or a silver haired stranger 

in a cowboy novel 

you nodded goodnight 

while passing my table 

and you were gone 

like an ace in a hand of sevens 

leaving the dead and the living 

to bluff it out on both sides of the door. 

 

I took a last sip of whisky 

took my fingerprints and left 

following your shadow down the street 

to where you’d parked the truck. 

 

After that we shuffled out of town 

Emmy Lou keeping us company 

for three or four minutes 

with a little bit of country rock. 

Lost in the narrative of departure. 

 

Stargazing through the urban movie 

on the windshield 

the soundtrack of four star 

underneath the hood. 



Changing lanes 

changing tracks 

jamming along on the dashboard 

and the steering wheel 

to a harmonica out of Memphis 

as we rode through the night 

through green and amber 

only stopping to make notes over coffee 

on the outskirts of Abilene 

where writers and truckers come and go 

like conversations and blueberry muffins.  



THE TRAIN 

JOSE A. CARMONA 

 

That night, the train was louder than usual. The everlasting horn startled me. The thunder of 

the rubber tires made me quiver under the blankets. The trees moved faster doubling from 

side to side as I peeked through the partially opened window. There was no rain, just wind, 

lots of wind. 

The storm was near and approaching at high velocity. 

The passengers were more silent than usual. No one moved about the cabin or even spoke 

softly to one another. It all reminded me of an old Latin wake where people didn’t say much 

but soft weeps were heard from time to time. This time, the soft cries never came. 

After dark, we had dinner on the train. The windows continued to cry inhibiting the storm. 

Oblivious to it all, she dropped her face on the plate after nonsense words poured out 

sequentially onto the floor. I stood there open mouthed not knowing what to do. I was afraid 

to break the silence. I began to vomit. Love had vanished so quickly. 

A sharp pain began in my stomach, and I began to furiously scream. I couldn’t stand the 

silence any longer; it was choking me with both hands; no one moved; no one uttered a word. 

I desperately reached for her, but she wasn’t there. 

Her soul had leaped into another time. We were separated forever, and the agony was 

unbearable but acknowledged at the same time. Love had turned to smoke. Smoke was now 

bursting from the train’s locomotive. Fire followed the smoke into the midnight air. 

The train evaporated into the morning mist leaving no trace of the night. I woke up troubled 

with a deep headache; my hands were numb, and I felt needles all over my body. It was a 

new day for soul searching. 

  



SHE SITS ALONE 

GABI MARCELLUS-TEMPLE 

 

She sits alone, hands resting upwards in her lap, lighter than her arms. Her head 

is bowed in the shade of the summer afternoon and her solemn breath earths the 

fractious buzzing of distant roads, insects, children. A stream of dust floating 

through the window on a ray of sunlight makes her lift her braided head and she 

looks over at her tall son, out in the garden. Her shoulders lift slightly, but her eyes 

betray her. 

 

He runs back and forth with the others, just passing the time. He knows his dad 

will come to get them soon, take them away from this place. He knows it because 

he’s eleven years old and that’s the only thing that can ever happen. He knows it 

because she’s put herself on pause. At home she was always laughing, dancing, 

talking with aunties, shouting to the neighbours, off to the market. Now, even her 

bright clothes are faded in the weak, dusty light of the city. But the colours are still 

there, he can still see them, all it needs is a bit of movement to shake the dust off, 

put a bit of life back into them. 

Sometimes, when he’s lying wide-eyed watching the orange glow crawl across the 

ceiling, he can’t take it anymore and creeps into bed beside her. Not as if the other 

kids will ever find out. She stretches out an arm and her warm, sleepy voice starts 

to tell him about walking home from school, the same old dusty road. The shoes 

were the first thing to come off and she was always in trouble, late home with a 

satchel full of flowers. Real ones too, not stunted smudges in crumbling earth. He 

mouthes their names into the pillow when she falls asleep; bougainvillea, bwa 

kwaib, hibiscus... 

The other kids hear what he says and they don’t say a word to him. It puzzles him. 



They just clam up or change the subject. They don’t know why either, it’s not like 

they’d usually give a shit. You learn fast round here, with no-one to teach you. 

Most of them still haven’t really learnt, whatever they say, however hard they stick 

the knife in. You don’t need to learn though, you just see. 

They’re all the same. But that makes it better, the truth, the only truth they’ll ever 

get. They’re there and they’re together and there’s seven of them, all the same. 

The adults try to stick on their own, separate rooms, arrangements being made, 

something’ll come up, someone’ll sort it out. This place is only a temporary 

shelter. But the kids know and now they all know together. 

Feels good. Powerful. Take me, take what I’ve done already and multiply it by 

seven. Seven times bigger. Seven times stronger. Seven times more don’t fuck 

with us because we’re together - for now, at least. Running through the park with 

the caretaker’s big, hairy dog bounding along. Together in the bushes, watching 

the steps all the way down to the station, cutting bits of bark off the trees and 

leaving our autograph in the shade. Together roaming down the high street in a 

pack, waving at the firemen. 

The firemen wave back - they all know our names. The alarm’s fucked, goes off 

three times a week and down they come to see if we’re burning. We stand outside 

 

and wait, listen to Anna whinging on about the baby’s ears, staring at the people 

walking past, who try not to stare back at us. 

He’s one of them, but he’s not one of them. He goes in when his mum calls. That’s 

his job now, he’s the man now, so he takes care of her. She calls, he goes, and 

nobody lifts a finger or says a word. Because they’ve got hope. Still. They’ve got 

that there with them. The other adults tell stories when they’re drunk, or worse, but 

we’ve heard it all before. They cry and scream and shout about it, but she never 

does. There’s something good there, something that’s not fucked up yet. We don’t 



know why, but we’re not going to be the ones to take that off them. Really, we 

want it too. We want to feel it there, inside, we want to know it’s alright really. 

So we’re not going to do what’s been done to us a thousand times over. Because 

they really think he’s coming back. They really believe that all this is only for a little 

while and then it’ll be OK again. And why the fuck should we be the ones who 

have to kill that for them? Why should we break their hearts, knock the shine out 

of their eyes by opening them up to everything that’s around them? That’s his job, 

isn’t it? That’s what he’s going to do, without even trying. He’ll do absolutely 

nothing and we’ll have seen it all before. There’s more of us, it’s all over us. It’s 

everywhere. They’ll see it soon enough; it’s already on them. 

Tyrone knows it most of all, he’s the expert. He’ll tell you, his grey eyes crawling 

over you in the middle of the night, stood there in an empty room with all your stuff 

in a bin bag. His dad looks after the building, so he’s a permanent fixture. Tell you 

more than a social worker ever will, sat watching the rain slide down the window of 

their sensible car, voice hushed so they won’t intrude on your grief. 

Tyrone’s mum left when he was a baby, so it’s just him and his dad and their big 

dog. Makes him a bit special – nearly everyone’s got a mum, and they certainly 

never had a dog like that. Huge German Shepherd, daft as a brush, but even he’s 

only got three legs. You can’t help but laugh at that. 

Everyone’s only got one parent, all of us. You don’t want two, anyway, if you do 

get another one, one of them isn’t yours and that fucks everything up. 

Tyrone’s smaller than the rest of us, but you can’t stop an Irish tank in shorts. His 

sights are fixed on the contents of your bin bag, which is the main chance as far 

as he’s concerned. He’ll find you on the cracked paving slabs and tease it all out 

of you, who you thought you were, why you think you’re here. You watch the 

weeds push through the slabs, squeeze white slime out of grimy dandelions. 

If you’ve got a kid of your own, you can’t be one of the kids any more. It’s nothing 



to do with years or experience. 

Solomon’s mum keeps herself to herself, talking to her son in a quiet voice she 

never used at home. She appears at the corner of the building and Solomon 

breaks off his conversation and picks up her shopping bags. 

It’s funny, really, because she’s nothing like Nicole, even though they’re both 

waiting for their man to come back. She’s older, for a start. A proper mum. 

Nicole’s a kid with a doll. We don’t go into the room Solomon shares with his 

mum, that’s their place. It’s where they wait. It has nothing to do with the trail of 

 

sweet wrappers and fag ends we leave in our wake. 

Nicole’s daughter’s as precious as a little doll, big, dark eyes and mad, bushy hair 

pinned flat with plastic bobbles. Her golden skin gleams and glows and her mum’s 

fades away in a greenish-yellow blur. Sometimes she leaves the kid with one of us 

and treats herself to a new bruise, showing herself off in deep purple. Sometimes 

she treats herself so much that she can’t open one eye. 

Once you get in there, she never stops talking. There’s a vibrant yellow still 

clinging to the greasy ends of her hair and, if you play with the little one, she’ll 

make you disappear in a fried dumpling mist. She can tell you all the way to the 

beaches, the mountains, the tropical flowers, and then you see what seduced her 

in the first place. Not that she ever will. 

These days, her little world isn’t so bad, the days when she forgets he never loved 

her like he said he would. She used to be close to Siobhan in the room next door, 

but she’s got a new man now. He can’t live here, but he does, and fucked if one of 

us is going to tell him he can’t. We follow them down past the Arndale Centre, 

giggling at Siobhan’s lumpy arse in leggings. She stops to smoke on pigeon-dirty 

steps and tells us she could have been a singer once. He comes back out looking 

pissed off and we’re off up the hill like a shot. 



The grass is starting to get long and the bees stagger over it, weighed down with 

summer. Lying at the bottom of the slide, legs dangling over and top rolled up to 

get a tan on my belly. Some ratty little kid’s trying to set fire to the grass, but the 

lighter won’t work. The grass is too green, he’d be better off with the flat stuff by 

the crumbling patio. 

There’s a man standing at the corner of the wall. He’s got that soft hat and 

overcoat, like they all do, and Tyrone goes over, then takes him off to see his dad. 

That thin girl off the estate’s come round to pick the paint off the metal climbing 

frame and strains her scrawny neck to see what’s going on. Anna’s whiny voice 

floats over, hanging out her baby’s washing. She’s so proud she’s washed it all 

herself. Four years older than me and a whole world away in a world of her own. 

I sit up and light a cigarette, even though it feels hot and dry in my throat. Then 

Solomon’s grin lights up the garden and he’s handing out cans of Old Fashioned 

Jamaican Ginger Beer with hugs before he goes. He gets in a taxi with his mum, 

and that man in that hat is his dad. The drink’s warm and sticky and burns like fire. 

Greyish-green, like Nicole, like the cars going down the hill.  



TO A CINEMA NEAR YOU 

PHIL SMITH 

 

Incident tape between the two trees 

That kind of thing doesn’t happen round here 

That poor girl, it’s so dreadful 

That kind of thing doesn’t happen round here 

Last night the waters breached the bank and now it’s raining again 

That doesn’t happen round here 

Communism 

That kind of thing doesn’t happen round here 

I swear, there was neither rice nor pasta and no bread 

And that kind of thing never happens at the Waitrose here 

People formed a human chain 

That kind of thing doesn’t happen round here 

The sky turned orange, it’s five below freezing 

Where does that kind of thing happen? 

The suburbs have gone, the Taliban are coming 

That kind of thing doesn’t happen round here 

I saw a twister eat a skyscraper 

That kind of thing doesn’t happen round here 

A child helped an old man to walk 

Those kinds of thing don’t happen 

A simple act of human kindness 

That kind of thing doesn’t happen round here 

A wave higher than a house and in it were sea horses 

That kind of thing doesn’t happen round here 



 

A fine lady on a white horse, rings on her fingers, bells on her toes 

It was better when those kinds of thing were confined to Banbury 

Snow falling in winter 

That kind of thing no longer happens round here 

The moon waxes 

That kind of thing no longer happens round here 

And wanes no more 

Now you’re talking 

The sun rises in the East 

That kind of thing doesn’t happen round here 

Music everywhere 

That kind of thing 

Yeh 

Everywhere 

Is a small town 

It’s a small town affair 

These days 

Everything is 

Small towns 

Everywhere 

 

 

  



THE HINTERMASS 

ED TAPPER 

 

As I stepped out upon the lawn 

And wandered where the Hintermass is 

What springs and vexes in estates 

What’s filled with the full English 

And their full plates 

I wondered  

What’s behind the Hintermass? 

But this I could not relate 

Not animal, vegetable or mineril 

They all live over there 

And I swear 

I never knew what coat to wear. 

 

Who are the Hintermass anyway? 

Trapped in their never ending ending 

I counted 

Sixteen Twelves and 

Twenty Four Fives 

I counted 

Seventeen Twelves 

Twenty Five times 

Interstitial tissue is 

Hinterland generil issue 

 



Not for them the tide brung 

And rim wrung 

Cold calling on their  

English Elysium 

It’s a Physalis this is 

That’s what it is 

And upon the lawn 

I did see 

A grey and feathered 

Down undone 

Eyeless 

Stone 

Simulacrum 

 

I counted 

Seventeen Thirteens 

Umpteen times 

The Hintered mass 

Of cushioned soles 

Their padded inserts 

Comfort and support 

All please and thankyous 

Are sorried here 

All permissions planned 

From the creosote mote 

Of an English 

England land 



There where the sky slopes towards them 

And here where the day falls away 

Why I found myself still here I could not say 

But I knew 

This is not the place 

This is the knot place 

This became the place 

The knot became undone 

This became the place 

From where no one could ever run 

 

Tried to trace the crumbs  

That I had tracked 

But looking back alas alack 

Cursed birds upon them snacked 

 

My picnic here  

Did suddenly pack up 

I did pick up 

All my bric-a-brac 

With quickening step 

And prick of panic 

Lost in Hintered cul-de-sac 

Loss of exit 

Trapped in sudden mass 

Of Brexit 

I sprecht and dichted 



But the heft had shifted 

I am become an off-road parking offering 

Ravening and unravelling 

 

Now upon this lawn I stand here still 

Eyes cemented and moss mouth filled 

Not animal, vegetable or mineril 

What concrete ornament have I become 

My down had always been undone 

I am eyeless 

Stone 

Simulacrum 

  



CALYPSO 

MÉLISANDE FITZSIMONS 

 

This urge to. Elbow to mouth, we tell each other dreams. We forget, sing, get lost. At 5:00 

am, the night is still over your skin, with a smell between musk and caramel. Ah, wilderness. 

Somehow, I still manage to put on my winter coat, partridge-rose in thunderstorm dress with 

mauve undertones. And I choose a wolf skin with no eyes for you, sandy, fawn and grey fur. I 

haven’t come up with the rest yet. 

The lime trees are in bloom, but you don’t see them. A magpie walks under your windows, 

the messenger of thieves and sweet talkers: it’s clear that I should laugh at this point. I throw 

peonies in the river along with their vase. This will pass... You break everything in your path 

like the black bull of Lanteglos and run away before the interval, you big, fat coward. Your 

anger, cold as a coiled spring, still comes between us. You love mine as if it were yours, but I 

don’t. 

A stranger in the park suddenly hugs me. I ask for more, in this country where I have learned 

to hold my tongue so much. I dream that I am holding your skeleton in my arms, and the 

scene is much more tender than expected. I fold my arms around your neck, and you are so 

light. 

Seven magpies, bearers of secrets. I gouge their eyes and pull their feathers one by one in a 

continuous movement of victory over myself. This sorrow folds and unfolds into an origami 

full of surprising shapes. I think as I walk, knife in hand, how I would skin you if I could 

catch you. I envy Brazilians the sensual charm of their sadness. 

Magpies like to fly towards wildfires, and the lime flowers are scattered all over the ground. 

Then, very quickly, nothing. There is no shortage of them: that cursed bird has settled in the 

garden. The magpie is waiting for me under a tree, even when I had written her off. No need 

for translation this time, it all comes out pouring out in my tongue, snakes, toads and gems. 

I draw Arcanum 13, the card with no name, all sulphureous, scorched sky, muffled and 

confused noises. I feel borrowed and burgled. Next, I draw the Star and hope is reborn, it’s a 

sign of the Gods: they always give in to temptation. Time is piling up, in piles of mattresses, 

yet I can still feel the pea at the bottom. Your smell disappears underwater. You said: you 

never saw my anger. Thank you, my Lord: I won’t surrender this time. 

 

  



A DESPERATE ONE 

ARRAN JAMES GRANT 

 

what a 

mess I’ve 

made of 

so much 

of the 

love I’ve 

had 

hearts 

scattered 

across 

a fragmented 

timeline 

only broken 

because I 

can’t even 

remember 

it all 

which 

I’m 

glad 

about. 


